
2014 Imagineers 
Imagineers at this year’s festival include: 
The Imagineering Foundation, Jaguar Land Rover, Premier Group, 
Coventry Transport Museum, Just Add Sharks, STEM, Practical Action, 
Coventry Makerspace, Coventry University, Whitefriars Housing, 
Imagineer Technologies, Coventry Press.

Be Part of It 
Imagineer would love to hear from Imagineers who would like to be 
part of the 2015 Festival of Imagineers. We need patrons, companies 
or organisations who would like to design and build a mini cyclopedia 
for next year’s cavalcade, imagineers who want to showcase their 
extraordinary inventions and innovative performers and musicians. If 
you’re inspired to join us please Imaginner on 024 7625 2174
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Pif Paf

Crocodile Style

Come and join us in Hall 2 for the 
Imagineering Show at the much-loved 
Coventry Festival of Motoring on August Bank 
Holiday 2014, a fantastic FREE family event 
with a packed programme of events and 
activities. For full details visit: 
www.festival-of-motoring.co.uk  



A brand new outdoor event, curated 
by Imagineer Productions, bringing 
together imagineers from the creative 
industries with visionaries of the 
design, technology and engineering 
world. The festival links art, design and 
engineering, celebrating the region’s 
extraordinary ingenuity and showcasing 
the many dynamic and forward thinking 
ideas that are emerging from the city 
and the wider region. 

Broadgate
11am Grand arrival of the new Godiva Cavalcade, a cycle powered 

procession designed by children, built by engineers and led by 
Coventry’s own Godiva.

12 – 5pm Imagineering street performances from Acrojou, Pif Paf, the 
London Vegetable Orchestra, the Jelly Rollers, Crocodile Style and 
the Bureau of Silly Ideas.

 It’s not just about performance there’s a wealth of interactive, 
innovative, engaging and exciting exhibits and activities from far and 
wide to entice creative expeditionaries  With a wealth of intriguing 
inventions from marble runs and flying bikes, to Matt Denton’s 
giant mantis hexapod animatronic spider and a chance to try your 
hand at making your own vegetable instruments, laser cutting, 
navigating a tricycle obstacle course, making your own jet engine, 
trying out graffiti art, or operating the amazing mechanical 
Godiva puppet the festival promises a fun, thought provoking and 
inspirational experience for everyone.

Cathedral Ruins 
Free performance for 250 people on a first come first serve basis. 
Entrance is through tower of old cathedral spire.

5pm Hummingbird a new performance by Imagineer Productions 
A diverse group of migrants come together have formed their own 
‘family’ , a child, two ‘clowns’, a deaf storyteller, and a Mechanical 
Imagineer. They chart their way through difficult terrain living 
by their wits, playing the streets, seeking opportunity – creating  
‘an imaginative disturbance’ wherever they go. Pushing their 
Cartycle, loaded with curiosities they seek out the unwanted, the 
long forgotten, the discarded waste from ‘this throw-away society’ 
transforming it into beauty and all manner of inventive devices. 
Finally they search for a place to ‘strike up camp and bed down for 
the night’ – their Cartycle opens out and converts into ‘home’ once 
settled a familiar ritual takes place – the telling of a story – and the 
reveal of a magical flying bird.

 Through humour, visual and physical interaction with the audience  
– and magical engineering we aim to engage the audience in 
imagining an alternative world – one in which we all contribute.

For full programme details visit www.imagineerproductions.co.ukHummingbird – Imagineer Technologies  

Godiva

Animatronic Mantis Spider


